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ABSTRACT 
The concept of cross-coupling in bearings is introduced 
and its influence on bearing dynamics is presented. Procedures 
for obtaining cross-coupled spring and damping coefficients are 
explained. The special case of pad pitch coupling in tilting-pad 
bearings is discussed and the method, assumptions and 
equations made in reducing the complete tilting pad matrix to 
the more conventional 4 X 4 is presented. The closed form 
solutions for point mass bearing whirl utilizing the cross­
coupled coefficients is developed in the discussion of bearing 
stability. Discussions of various bearing types with recom­
mended geometric considerations are presented. Data on 
steady-state performance; cross-coupled coefficients and whirl 
stability of various bearing types are included. 
INTRODUCTION 
Fluid-film bearings can significantly influence the 
dynamics of rotating shafts. They are a primary source of damp­
ing and thus can inhibit vibrations. Alternatively, they provide 
a mechanism for self-excited rotor whirl, and thus can be very 
destructive. Consequently, understanding of bearing dynamics 
characteristics is important. It is the purpose of this paper to 
provide some insight into bearing dynamics, present some 
background into analytical methods and representations, and 
discuss some particular bearings and faetors that can influence 
dynamic characteristics. Steady-state and dynamic perform­
ance data is presented for several bearing types. 
THE CONCEPT O F  CROSS-CO UPLING 
A journal bearing derives load capacity from viscous 
pumping of the lubricant through a small clearance region. To 
generate pressure, the resistance to pumping must increase in 
the direction of fluid flow. This is accomplished by a movement 
of the journal such that the clearance distribution takes on the 
form of the familiar tapered wedge in the direction of rotation 
as shown on Figure l. 
The attitude angle y on Figure l is the angle between the 
load direction and the line of centers. Thus, the displacement 
of the journal is not along a line that is coincident with the load 
vector, and a load in one direction causes not only displace­
ments in that direction but orthogonal displacements as well. 
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S imilarly ,  a displacement of the journal in the bearing will 
cause  a load opposing the displacement, and a load orthogonal 
to i t .  Thus ,  there are strong cross-coupling influences intro­
duced by the m echanism by which a bearing operates . The 
concept of cross-coupling i s  significant with regards to dynamic 
characteristics . 
F UNDAM ENTAL BEARING THEORY 
The governing equation in bearing theory is the Reynolds 
Lubrication Equation: 
The Reynolds e quation i s  essentially a flow balance equa­
tion . The left hand side represents pressure induced flows in 
the (} and Z directions through a differential element .  The first 
term on the right hand side represents shear flow of the fluid 
induced by the surface velocity of the journal ,  U. N ote  that this 
term contains  the derivative of clearance with respect to dis­
tance . If this term i s  zero then there i s  zero pressure p roduced 
by hydrodynamic action; the term oh/o(} i s  the mathematical 
representation of the tapered wedge . The second term on the 
right hand side refers to a time rate of change in clearance,  or a 
velocity of the mass center of the journal . It produces pressure 
by a fluid velocity normal to the bearing surfaces that attempts 
to squeeze fluid out of a restricted clearance space .  This phe­
nomenon is commonly called the "squeeze film" effect in bear­
ing terminology . S ince it  is proportional to the velocity of the 
center of the journal , i t  i s  the phenomenon that produces vis­
cous damping in  a bearing.  
Solution of this equation and ramifications for turbulence, 
external pressurization , etc. , are accomplished by numerical 
m ethods using the digital computer .  References [ 1] through [4] 
are some pertinent references describing numerical techniques 
for  solving the Reynold's equation . 
C ROSS-CO UPLE D SPRING AND DAM PING 
C O E FFICIENTS 
For dynamic considerations ,  a convenient representation 
of bearing characterist ics i s  by cross-coupled spring and damp­
ing coefficients .  These are obtained as follows (refer to Figure 1). 
l .  The equilibrium position to support the given load is  
established by computer solution of Reynold's equa­
tion . 
2. A small displacement to the journal is applied in the Y 
direction . A new solution of Reynold's equation is ob­
tained and the resulting forces i n  the X and Y direction 
are produced .  The spring coefficients are as follows :  
AFy 
Kyy = -­Ay 
(2) 
(3) 
where dF x = difference in  X forces between the displaced 
and equilibrium position 
dF y = difference in  Y forces between the displaced 
and equilibrium position 
dy = displacement  from equi libr ium position in Y 
direction 
w 
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Figure 1. Two-Groove Cylindrical Bearing. 
Kxy = st iffness  in X direction due to a Y di splace­
ment 
Kyy = stiffness in  Y direction due to an X displace­
ment 
3 .  The journal is returned to  i t s  equil ibrium posit ion 
and an X displacement  applie d. S i m ilar reasoning 
produces Kxx and Kyx· 
The cross-coupled damping coefficients are produced in a 
l ike manner,  except instead of displacements in the X and Y 
direction , veloci t ies  in these direct ions  are consecutively 
applied with the journal in  the e quil ibrium posit ion . The 
m echanism for increasing load capacity is squeeze film in which 
the last term on the right h and side of equation (1) is actuated . 
Thus for most fixed bearing configurations ,  there are a 
total of eight coefficients ,  four spring and four damping . 
The total force on the j ournal i s  
Fi = KijXj + DijXj 
Fi = force in the ith direction 
Repeated subscripts implies summation : 
(4) 
It should be realized that the cross-coupled spring and 
damping coefficient s  represent  a l inearizat ion of b ear ing 
characteristics . When they are used ,  the equilibrium posit ion 
should be  accurately determined as  the coefficients  are only 
valid about a smal l  displacement region encompassing the  
equilibrium position of  the journal .  This  i s  t rue  becaus e  the 
spring and damping coefficients remain  constant only  about a 
s m all  region of the equilibrium position .  
Consider the two groove cylindrical bearing shown on  
F igure 1, with the geometrical and  operating conditions indi­
cated in Table l .  
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TABLE 1 .  TWO-GRO OVE , CYLIN D RICAL BEARING, 
GEOMETRY AND OPERATING CONDITION S  
= 5 inches 
= 5 inches 
Journal Diameter ,  D 
Bearing Length, L 
Active Pad Angle ,  Bp 
Radial Clearance , C 
Operating Speed, N 
Lubricant Viscosity,  f.L 
= 1 60° ( 10° grooves on either side) 
= 0 . 0025 inches 
= 5000 rpm 
= 2 X 10-6 lb-sec/in2 
E ccentricity Ratio ,  e = 0. 5 
Load Direction , Vertical Down 
The computer solut ion would produce the following resul t s :  
Bearing load , W = 20, 780 lbs 
Power loss ,  HP = 15.51 
Minimum film thickness , hM = .00 125 in 
Side leakage , Q = 0.94 1 gpm 
Spring and Damping Coefficients :  
Spring Coefficients: 
[Kxx Kyx Kx
y
J 
= [-12.14 X 106 
Kyy 28.3 X 106 
D amping Coefficients :  
Dxy] = 
Dyy 
[-2.85 X 104 
2.69 X 104 
-4.64 X 106] 
-20.41 X 106 
2.66 X 104 
J -1.11 X 105 
The negative s igns imply a positive st iffness because  the 
restoring load is  opposite to the applied load. Note for this  
bearing configuration there i s  very strong cross-coupling as 
evidenced by the magnitude of the off diagonal terms . 
CROSS-COUPLE D COE F FICI E NTS FOR TILTING 
PAD BEARINGS 
Tilting-pad bearings are used very extensively in  high 
speed bearing applications because  of their whirl-free charac­
terist ics. They present  a special s i tuation with respect to  
cross-coupled spring and damping coefficients. Consider the  
five-pad bearing shown on Figure 2 .  A t i l t  of  pad 1 not only 
causes a righting moment on the pad but i ntroduces forces on 
the shaft as well. Thus, there i s  cross-coupling between the 
pitch modes of the shoes and displacements  of  the journal. For  
a 5-shoe bearing there are  7 degrees of  freedom and thus the 
spring and damping m atrices are each 7 X 7.  The 7 degrees of 
freedom are the X and Y motions of the journal and the pitch 
modes of the pads. 
Reduction of the complete tilt-pad coefficient m atrices to 
the reduced 4 X 4 m atrix i s  often necessary because some rotor 
dynamics computer codes are only equipped to handle the 4 X 
4 s tiffness  and damping matrices. The reduction method i s  
described in  Appendix A .  It i s  i mportant to realize that , i n  
making the  reduction ,  some approximations are made and  ac­
curacy i s  lost. An assumption must  be made as to the vibrating 
frequency of the pads and also their inertia. In general , syn-
Figure 2. 5-Pad, Tilting-Pad Bearing . 
chronous frequencies are selected. The reduced m atrix cannot 
determine whether pad flutter instabil it ies exist  and at t imes 
they give erroneous resul ts  with respect  to stability of a t i lt ing 
pad bearing system. 
An important geometric variable concerned with ti lt ing­
pad bearings is the preload ratio. The preload ratio is defined as  
follows :  
Preload Ratio = � = Concentric  Pivot Fi lm Thickness 
C Machined Clearance 
The variable C' i s  an installed clearance and is  dependent 
upon the radial position of the pivot. On F igure 3 are shown 
two pads. Pad 1 has been installed such that the Preload Ratio 
i s  less  than l .  For pad 2 the Preload Ratio i s  l .  The solid line 
represents  the position of the journal in  the concentric posi-
ECCENTRIC SHAFT 
CONCENTRIC SHAFT 
PAD C';'C < 1.0 CONVERGING CLEARANCE 
PAD 2 CfC > 1.0 DIVERGING CLEARANCE 
Figure 3. Tilting-Pad Bearing Preload. 
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t ion. The dashed portion of the journal represents i t s  position 
when load is applied to the bottom pads (not shown). Pad 1 i s  
operating with a good converging wedge even though the jour­
nal i s  moving away from it. Pad 2 on the other hand i s  operating 
with a completely diverging film , which means that i t  i s  com­
pletely unloaded. Thus ,  bearings with installed pad Preload 
Ratios of 1 or greater will operate with some pads that are 
completely unloaded. Unloading not only reduces the overall 
s t iffness of the b earing but i t  deteriorates stability because the 
upper pads do not aid in  resisting cross-coupling influences. In 
the unloaded posit ion they are also subject to flutter instability 
and to a phenomenon known as leading edge lockup, where the 
leading edge is  forced against  the shaft and is  maintained in 
that posit ion by the frictional interaction of the shaft and the 
pad. This i s  especially true of bearings that operate with low 
viscosity lubricant s  such as gas or water bearings. Thus, i t  is 
important to des ign bearings with preload, although for man­
ufacturing reasons ,  it  i s  common practice to produce bearings 
without preload. 
Table 2 shows how the stiffness matri x  for a five pad 
tilting-pad bearing can be interpreted. The columns represent 
displacements of the shaft in X and Y directions and the pitch 
motions of the pads. The rows represent forces on the shafts 
and moments on the pads. Thus , the moment s t iffness on pad 
2 due to a Y displacement of the shaft is K5 y ,  that i s  the inter­
section of the M2 row with the .:1 Y columJ 'and has the units 
in-lbs/in. 
The damping matrix i s  interpreted in a s imilar manner 
except instead of displacements ,  velocities are applied. 
As an example of tilting-pad b earing dynamic character­
i s t ic s  the bear ings  descr ibed in Table 3 were  computer  
analyzed. 
Table 4 shows the spring and damping coefficient matrices 
for a preloaded bearing with a C' /C = 0 . . 5. The complete mat­
rices are filled and there are no unloaded pads. Also indicated 
are the reduced equivalent matrices produced by assuming a 
pitch inertia of zero and a synchronous vibratory frequency of 
523. 6 rad/sec (5000 rpm). For bearings in which the fluid-film 
st iffnesses are large, inertia characteristics of the pads are not 
m eaningful and can be neglected. Note that  for tilt-pad bear­
ings the cross-coupling terms in the reduced matrix are very 
low. 
TABLE 2 .  N O M E NCLATURE FOR TILTING-PAD 
CRO SS-COUPLE D  S PRING COEFFICIENTS 
INC LUDING PAD M OTIONS 
�X �y 01 02 03 04 Os 
Fx Kxx Kxy Kxol Kxo2 Kxo3 Kxo4 Kxos 
Fy Kyx Kyy Kyo! Kyo2 Kyo3 Kyo4 Kyos 
MI Kolx Ks1Y Ks1o1 
M2 Ko2x Ks2Y Ks2o2 
M3 Ko3x Ko3y Ks3o3 
M4 Ko4x Ks4y Ks4o4 
Ms Kosx Kosy Kosos 
TABLE 3. TILTING-PAD BEARING S ,  G E O M ETRY 
AND OPE RATING C O N DITION S  
Journal D iameter,  D = 5 inches 
Bearing Length , L = 5 inches 
Pad Angle ,  Or = 60° 
Pivot Location, C entral 
Operating Speed, N = 5000 rpm 
Lubricant Viscosity , p, = 2 X 106 lb-sec/in 2  
Pad Preload, C'/C = 0. 5 ,  1 
Load Directly into Bottom Pad 
Eccentricity Ratio,  E = 0. 5 
Number of pads = 5 
Clearance,  C = . 00.5 inches 
Load, W = 2007 lb 
Table 4 
!ME FRA'"LIN INSTITUTE �ESfARCH LABORATORIES 
TILTING PAD ABSfMPLY PROGRAM 
DIMfNSIO .. l- SPRING COEFFICIENTS FOR ECCENTRICITY RATIO OF ,50000+00 
•,27AO+Q7 •,1551+07 ,24472+07 •,11HLI+07 •,2b�H+07 �,31Un+Ob ,4290+0& 
,]ti05+07 .. ,b96S+07 ,1115+0"1 ,1142+06 ,5030+0b •t5631+0b •,501CH0b 
•,1239+06 .3l10+0b •,U92+07 ,0000 ,oooo ,oooo ,oooo 
•,1'H4+07 ,\51b•Ob ,001'10 •,b52b+0 7 ,0 000 10000 ,0000 
.,q41£1+05 •,340b+Ob ,01'10� ,0000 • ,1192+07 ,0000 ,0000 
� 5028+05 •,1<)44+01) ,oooo ,0000 ,oooo •,1758+0b .oooo 
,:Jtaol+OS ,tU61+05 ,oooo ,oono ,oooo ,oooo •,1758+06 
DI•t•SIV"Al DAMPING COFFF!CIENTSFOR fCCENTRICITY RATIO OF ,soooo+oo 
•,tl801+0� 11115+04 ,bt55+0l •,17&3+04 •,8LIZ2+03 .57Sl+OJ ,1270+0.3 
.1101+04 •.1�50+05 . 5657 + 03 •'�ql(lt04 •,1121+01 •.1317+03 •,3522+02 
,bZ04+03 .s�·r3+03 •,t2l8+04 ,oooo .oooo .oooo ,oooo 
•,1763+0ii ,tJ'H8+oa ,oono -.sq�t+ou ,oooo ,oooo ,ooon 
•16471+03 •1ltOIH03 ,0000 ,0000 •,t238+0tJ ,0000 ,0000 
,szquol •,1323+03 ,oono .oooo ,oooo •,27tt9+03 ,oooo 
,12'7S+03 •,3586+02 ,O(IOC ,0000 ,0000 ,0000 •,27&9+03 
PITCH lNERTlU ,0000 
FRFQUf�CV• .�23&+03 
fOUIVA(.fNT BEA�!NG ST (FFNfSS COfFF!Cif.NTS 
•,167133+07 •,62JCJQI+OO 
•,6090A�·Ol' ...  �'19170+07 
EGIUIVALEII.OT 8fAH!�t.;G DAMPING COEFFICIENTS 
•,333b96+0lJ •.2217,.,9•02 
•,19737q•02 •1693LI7'3+04 
Table 5 shows s imilar results for a non-preloaded bearing 
(C' /C = 1). Note that the last two pads are completely un­
loaded as evidenced by the zero columns for pads 4 and 5. 
BEARING STABILITY 
General Theory 
It is the cross-coupling characteristics of a journ al bearing 
that can promote self-excited ins tabilit ies  in the form of bearing· 
whirl. M otion in one direction produces orthogonal forces 
which in  turn causes  orthogonal mot ion. The process continues 
and an  orbital motion of the journal results .  This  orbital m otion 
i s  generally in the same direction as  shaft rotation and subsyn­
chronous in  frequency. Half frequency whirl i s  the common 
term referred to i n  bearing terminology. Bearing whirl i s  a 
self-excited phenomenon and does not  require external forces 
to p romote it. 
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Table 5 
THE fRANKLIN !NST!TLITE RESEARCH LABDRATO•IfS 
TILTING PAD ASSF.'�"��l Y PROGRI""' 
TILT•PAO 8f.lR!NG • L/000,5 • C P/C• t ,O t L.OAD INTO PAD 
OIMENSIIJ�AL SPRit.tG COEFFICIENTS FOR ECCENTRIC I rv RATIO OF ,50000+00 
•,1819+06 •,22071-06 ,l755+0fl •, 1'H0 +0b •,36Bb+Ob 
,5356+06 •,656b+Ob ,1Q'JIH0b ,171?+07 ,1039+0b 
-,1b67 +05 ,1701+05 •,71Cl7+05 ,000(1 ,0000 
•,1976+06 •,1612+05 ,oooo •,bb10+06 ,0000 
,3'190+0� -,2356-+05 ,oooo ,oooo •,7197+05 
.oooo ,0000 .oooo ,0000 ,oooo 
,oooo ,oooo ,oooo ,oono ,oooo 
•,8950+03 ,1035+03 ,250Z+02 •,22�5+03 •,5529+02 
,1010+01 •,2089+04 ,596l'f'O� ,l.ft.U7+03 •,3353+02 
,2436+02 ,15941+02 •.1653+03 ,00(}0 ,oooo 
•,22q5+03 ,4176+03 ,ooco •,757b+03 ,oooo 
•,5lHt3+0Z •,33'15+02 ,0000 ,oooo •,tbS3+03 
,0000 ,0000 ' ,oooo ,oooo ,0000 
,0000 ,0000 ,0000 ,OOOCI ,Cll(,('l 
PITCH INERTIA= ,0000 
FREQUENCY= ,5?.31'J+03 
F.:QUIVAL.ENT SE ARI NG STJFPIF,S:S COEfF"JCifNTS 
� .b!:t7'1ij7t05 •,87041)b•01 
•,2CJ?t03•0t .. ,"78170t0b 
F.QUIVALENT BEAR ING OAo,tPI/'IG cnE.FF ICJENTS 
•,5471"0+03 ,b4q531•0 i 
•,18l�55•0'l •,it51)1HI+CU 
,oooo 
I QQQQ 
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1 QQQQ 
• 0000 
• 0000 
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• 0000 
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,0000 
,oooo 
,0000 
,OOOt"l 
,0000 
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,t"IOOO 
,oooo 
,oooo 
• 0000 
• 0000 
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'000(1 
• 0000 
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Th e cros s-coupled spr ing  a n d  damp i n g  co effici en t s  
provide a convenient way of  representing a bearing in a stabil­
ity analysis. Consider a journal of mass M operating in a bear­
ing. The journal can be  con sidered to have two degrees of 
freedom X andY (refer to Figure l). The governing equations 
are: 
MX + Dxx X + Dxy Y + Kxx X + Kxy Y = 0 
MY +  DyyY + DyxX + KyyY +  Ky)cX = 0 
Assume a sinusoidal response of tqe form: 
X= XJef3t 
X= Y0e/3t 
wher.e f3 is a complex variabl e .  ' 
{j =ex + iw 
(5 ) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
By Euler expansion of ef31, another way to write equations 
(7) and (8) would be: 
X= X0e"'1 (cos wt + i sin wt) 
Y = Y 0e"'1 (cos wt + i sin wt) 
(10) 
(11) 
An interpretation of the variables a and w are shown on 
Figure 4. The real part of f3 = a i s  called the growth or  attenua­
tion factor . The imaginary part is the frequency of vibration . A 
positive real part means that response to a disturbance grows in  
time. The growth factor i s  s imilar to the logarithmic mean 
decrement which is  common in vibration theory. 
INTERPRETATION OF X= X0e f3t 
WHERE 
/3=a+iw 
. t t 
X=X eatelw = X0e� ( COS wt + 0 . . sin wt) 
TIME 
REAL PART a = GROWTH FACTOR 
IMAGINARY PART w =FREQUENCY 
Figure 4. Interpretation of Growth Factor and Orbital Fre­
quency. 
Xn+l cxr=Qn --Xn 
where T = period of vibration 
amplitude at time n+l 
�' amplitude at t ime n 
(12) 
Thu s ,  the growth factor a is a m easure of the growth or  
decay of the journal to a small disturbance . A positive growth 
factor implies an instabil i ty .  
The solut ion of equations (5)  and (6) are obtained by sub­
sti tllting equations ( 7) and (8) , which produces the fpllbwing :  [(M/3• +Dxxf3+Kxx) (Dxy/3+Kxy) 
J 
{Xo} {o} (13) 
(/3Dyx+Kyx) (M/32 +/3Dyy+Kyy) Y 0 
To obtain a solution , the determinant of the coefficient 
m atrix must vanish .  E xpansion produces a polynomial in f3 that 
can be solved for the roots of f3 which in turn provide the 
growth factors and frequencies of vibration. 
It is possible to obtain a closed form solution of e qu<")� 
t ions (5) and (6) for the critical mass and result ing orbi tal 
frequency. The critical mass Me is defined as that mass above 
which an instabi l i ty will occur. At the threshold of instability 
the real part of f3 = a goes to zero and 
f3 = iw 
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Substituting into equation ( 13), expanding the determi­
nant and separating real and imaginary components produces 
the following equations: 
Me2we4-Me (K y y+Kxx)we2+(D yxDxy-DxxD yy )we2+ 
.... -
A B 
(�xxKxt:KxyK yx) = 0 (14) 
e 
Me [Dyy+Dxxl we2+ 
D 
[DxyK yx+DyxKxy-DxxKyy  -D yyKxxl = 0 (15) 
The two equations can be solved for Me and we which 
are the critical mass and orbital frequency, respectively. Re­
sults (in terms of the above defined constants) are as follows: 
BED Me = E2 - AED +CD2 
_ j -(AED + E2 + CD2 ) 
w- BD2 
(16) 
(17) 
Thus ,  if the cross-coupled coefficients are known , it i s  
possible to determine the min imum mass  that will cause  an 
instability and the orbital frequency. If the mass acting on the 
bearing exceeds or equals the minimum value ,  then an instab il­
ity will occur. 
OPERATING CONDITIONS THAT AFFECT 
BEARING STABILITY 
Cavitation 
Figure 1 shows a pressure di stribution in a journal bear­
ing .  Positive pressure is generated in the converging wedge 
because  the journal is pumping fluid through a restriction . On 
the downstream side of the minimum film thickness the journal 
is pumping fluid out of a diverging region. In this region the 
pressure reduces. The pressure becomes either a negative 
which is defined as p ressure below ambien t  pressure, or the 
film cavitates and reduces  to  atmospheric p re s sure as  the 
lubricant releases entrapped air. 
With respect to s tability, cavitation is a more desirable 
condition than the development of negative pressure. From 
examination of Figure 1 ,  i t  i s  seen that the negative pressure 
pulls  the journal in  an orthogonal direction and increases  the 
cross-coupling. Th� more eccentric the bearing, the larger the 
negative pressure or cavitated region. 
In lightly loaded bearings that are pressure fed, negative 
pressures can occur because in  the divergent region pressures 
have not approached atmospheric pressure . Cav itation does 
not occur and the bearing i s  prone to instability. Thus , the feed 
pressure and load on a bearing are two addit ional parameters 
that affect stability. 
Lobe bearings are another type that are often used be­
cause  of their excellent anti-whirl characteristics. F igure 5 
shows two types  of lobe bearings; the symmetric lobe bearing 
and the canted lobe bearing. The symmetric lobe bearing is 
designed so that i n· the concentric position the minimum film 
thickness  occurs at the center of each lobe. Note that this 
permits a region of converging film followed by a region of 
diverging film. Thus , depending upon the ambient pressure , it 
i s  possible to have negative pressures in  a symmetric lobe bear-
POSITIVE PRESSURE 
{a) 
NEGATIVE PRESSURE 
OR AMBIENT CAVITATION 
PRESSURE 
{b) 
Figure 5. Lobe Bearing Configurations. 
ing. Under very high ambient conditions a sym metric lobe 
bearing can go unstable .  
The canted lobe bearing i s designed to have a completely 
converging wedge and positive pressure throughout its arc 
length. It has superior stabi lity characteristics than the sym­
metric lobe bearing. Its steady-state characteristics are also 
superior. 
Hybrid Bearings 
At t imes ,  externally pressurized bearings have been re­
sorted to for stab ility improvem ent. The philosophy is that 
externally pressurized bearings are not subject to high attitude 
angles as can be the case with hydrodynamic journal bearings .  
Although this i s  generally true , hybrid bearings  can st ill be 
subjec t  to cons iderable cross-coupli n g .  F igure 6 shows a 
schematic arrangement of a hybrid bearing. Oil is fed through 
restrictors from an external source into pocket recesses. From 
there it exits into the clearance region between recesses. Lu­
bricant is also pumped into and out of recesses  by the rotating 
shaft by viscous drag in the same m anner as in  a purely hy­
drodynamic bearing. 
RESTRICTOR 
Figure 6. Cross-Coupling Influences in Hybrid Bearings. 
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Consider recess 2 on Figure 6. Oil is pumped from the 
shaft via a converging wedge and i t  augments the pressure in 
the recess provided by the external system. The net result  i s  a 
higher pres sure level in the bearing domain covered by recess 
2 than would occur without rotation .  Now consider recess 3. 
Here the journal is pumping fluid out of the reces s  into a 
diverging film ,  s o  that the hydrodynamic action tends to re­
duce the pressure in  thi s  recess domain. By s imilar reasoning,  
i t  can be  shown that recess 4 operates at a lower pressure level 
than recess l .  The net  result of this variation in  pressure levels 
due to  rotation i s  that cross-coupling forces are introduced and 
the hybrid bearing may not prevent instab ility. 
STEA DY STATE AND DYNAMIC PE RFORMANCE 
OF COM M ON BEARING CONFIG URATIONS 
The bearing configuration plays an important role with 
respect to  whirl stability as well as  other performance para­
meters .  Described below are some of the more common journal 
bearings used in industry with quali tative and quanti tative as­
sessments  concerning their steady-state and dynamic perform­
ance characteristics . 
l. 360° Cylindrical Journal Bearing (Plain) 
This type bearing may be a complete circular shell or  
cons i s t  of  two halves joined at a horizontal diametral parting 
line (see F igure 1). It i s  commonly used because of its s imple 
const ruction. The bearing has high load capacity. It i s ,  how­
ever, whirl prone especially at low load conditions .  Generally ,  
the bearing will produce more heat than other types, and can 
be  contamination sensit ive ,  since trapped particles have few 
escape routes in  the clearance region. Because of i t s  simplicity ,  
the bearing should be used if possible, but i t  should be care­
fully checked for whirl stability and potential thermal prob­
lems.  It i s  generally used for medium speed and medium to 
heavy load applications .  
Computer performance of a two-groove cylindrical bear­
ing ,  as shown on Figure 1 ,  was completed as a function of 
eccentricity ratio .  The active pad length was 160°, and two 
length to diameter ratios (L/D) were examined, 0 .5 and 1.0. 
The computer printout produces both d imensional and non­
d imens ional information. The nondimensional parameters 
have complete generality with respect to viscosity, clearance 
and speed and thus can be used for a variety of bearing applica­
tions .  The dimensional i nformation refers to the bearing and 
operating conditions described in Table 1, except a range of 
eccentricities were evaluated. 
On Figure 7 is shown the load parameter W as a function 
of eccentricity ratio E for LID ratios of 0. 5 and 1 . 0. 
The LID = 0. 5 curve may have higher load parameter, 
but not higher load capacity, than the LID = 1 bearing. When  
dimensionalizing,  t he  parameter i s  multipliY.d by L". This par­
ticular set of curves were plotted on semi-log paper because  of 
the steep variation of load with eccentricity ratio. 
Figure 8 shows variations in  dimensJonless  min imum 
film thickness HM, power lo s s  P and s ide leakage Q as a 
function of eccentricity ratio. The side leakagt; is the minimum 
flow required to supply the bearing without caus ing supply 
starvation and operation at reduced clearances and higher 
temperatures .  Although dimensionless power loss i s  lower for 
L/D = 1. 0 ,  the dimensional quantity would be higher because  
of  the length squared factor that i s  multipl ied by P in the  
conversion to the  dimensional quantity . 
Figure 9 shows attitude angle y (see Figure l) as a function 
of eccentricity ratio. These angles were computed on the basis 
2.0.---------------------------------------�
L/D = 1.0 
Figure 7. Dimensionless Load Parameter vs. Eccentricity, 
Two-Groove Cylindrical Bearing, Vertical Load Direction. 
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Cylindrical Bearing, Vertical Load Direction. 
of a cavitating bearing.  Note the attitude angle (and cross­
coupling) reduces with i ncreased eccentricity . Loading a bear­
ing increases stabil ity . 
Figure 10 shows the critical mass  parameter Me as a 
function of eccentricity ratio. If the m as s  being supported by 
the journal exceeds the critical mass ,  then the bearing will be 
unstable .  At low eccentricity ratios the unstable region i s  much 
l arger than at high eccentricity ratios . Cavitation tends to re­
duce the cross-coupl ing i nfluences .  Tables  6 and 7 s how 
tabulated performance of both the bearings. The dimensional 
information refers to the ope rating conditions indicated in 
Table 1. 
2 .  Cylindrical Bearing with Axial Slots 
The bearing i s  a plain cylindrical bearing that i s  s eparated 
into three or four sectors by axial grooves. The axial groove 
b earing is a little less  simple and has less  load capability than a 
full cylindrical b earing .  The axial slots usually serve as feeding 
grooves and interrupt the downstream pres�ure distribution to 
reduce the cross-coupling influences . It , therefore, has b etter 
whirl stability than the cylindrical bearing, Oil feed through 
the axial slots also helps keep the bearing cooler than the plain 
cylindrical bearing .  The slots also offer an outlet for contami­
nants so that i t  i s  less  contamination sensitive than a plain 
cylindrical bearing . Thus , this bearing should b e  used as an 
alternative to a plain cylindrical bearing if i t  can correct a rea­
son for elimination of a plain bearing such as whirl and over­
heating. 
3. Elliptical and Lobe Bearings (see Figure 5) 
Elliptical and lobe bearings are often used becaus e  they 
provide better resistance to whirl than cylindrical configura­
tions .  They do so because  they h ave  multiple load producing 
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Figure 10. Critical Mass vs. Eccentricity, Two-Groove Cylin­
drical Bearing, Vertical Load Direction. 
pads that assist in preventing large attitude angles and cross­
coupling . 
Elliptical or two-lobe bearings generally have poor hori­
zontal s t iffness  because of the large clearances along the major 
diameter of the ellipse .  The split elliptical coniiguration , how­
ever, is easier to manufacture than the other types ,  because i t  
i s  simply a cylindrical bearing in which material h a s  been re­
moved from the horizontal p arting l ine . The other types of lobe 
bearings are complicated to m anufacture .  Lobe bearings are 
usually clearance and tolerance sensit ive .  
The  canted lobe configuration , a s  shown on  Figure 5,  has 
better performance characteristics than the symmetric bearing .  
The reason i s  that  a positive pressure i s  usually developed 
throughout the lobe ,  while for the converging lobe ,  n egative 
pressures or cavitation develops in the diverging region of the 
clearance . A 2:1 ratio b etween concentric m achined clearance 
and installed minimum clearance i s  generally a reasonable 
compromise ,  although for a particular application this ratio 
should be varied to determine an optimum value .  Generally, 
lobe bearings are used for high speed, low load applications 
where whirl is a prob le m .  
Tables 8 and 9 indicate computer generated performance 
for symmetric three lobe bearings .  The bearings are manufac­
tured so that the concentric minimum film thickness is h alf of 
the machined clearance .  The pads are each 1 10° in angular 
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E C C  
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. 1 0 0  
, 2 0 0  
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E C C  
, o o o  
. 1 0 0  
. 2 0 0  
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E C C  
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H : G • E C C  A N (; • R nl fl E A R J !I: G f O R C E  
D E G � E E S  O E G � H S  U! S  N O �' fJl "'  
. o o . o o  . 3 b t1 5 • 0 3 , l.i b 4 1 • 0 El 
3 2 8 . 1 3  8 9  0 IJ 3 . 2 fl 2 9 + 0 4  . 2 5 8 3 - 0 l  
3 2 8 , 1 3  8 9 , 7 5 , 1.1 7 3 3 + 0 1.1  , b 0 2 6 • 1) 1  
3 2 5 , 9 6 9 0 , 1 7  , 9 2 9 8 + 0 4  . 1 1 8 4 + 0 0  
3 2 1 , 9 2 9 0 , 7 2  . 1 9 7 9 + 0 5  . 2 5 2 0 + 0 0  
3 ! 7 , 5 2 CJ 0 , 5 9  , 3 4 2 5 + 0 5  1 4 3 6 l't O C 
S l O E. L U K A G E  T O T A L  l N L E T  F L O �  
GP I'i N O "• • O I M  I; I-' M N O !I:• O i f>l  
, & 9 1 2 + 0 0  , 1 6 2 5 + 0 0  � . 7 4 5 0 + 0 1  - . 1 7 5 1 + 0 1  
, 7 2 2 0 + 0 0  ' 1 & Q 7 +1) 0 - . 7 4 1 9 + 0 1  - . 1 7 4 4 + 0 1  
, 7 8 8 3 + 0 0  , 1 1'1 '5 3 + 0 0  � . 7 3 3 1 + 0 1 • , 1 7 2 3 + 0 1  
.-8 8 2 3 + 0 0  , 2 0 7 4 + 0 0  - . 7 1 9 5 + 0 1  - . 1 & q 1 + 0 1 
, 1 0 1 1 + 0 1  , 2 3 7 5 + 0 0  • , 7 0 2 3 + 0 1  - . l n 5 1 + 0 t  
, 1 1 4 2 + 0 1  , ? t -8 3 + 0 0  - , 6 9 3 2 + 0 1 • , 1 b 2 q + 0 1 
1-' 0 W r R  L O S S  
H P  
o 1 2 7 6 + 0 2  
. 1 2 9 3 + 0 2  
, 1 3 5 6 + 0 2  
. U 7 1 + 0 2  
. 1 7 0 7 + 0 2 
, 1 < H 9 + 0 2  
N O I'w  D I �  
, 8 1 9 1 + 0 0 
, 8 2 9 <'H O O 
, 8 7 0 6 + 0 0  
, 9 4 41 2 + 0 0  
. 1 0 9 6 + 0 1  
. 1 2 3 2 + 0 1 
C R I T I C A L  M A S S  
L B  N O N ,. O I M  
, 1 3 3 4 + 0 5 , 3 7 6 6 • 0 1 
, 1 5 8 7 + 0 5  , 4 '1 8 0 • 0 1 
, 2 3 7 1+ 0 5  , b 7 1 0  .  0 1  
, 5 2 3 9 + 0 5  , 1 4 7 9 + 0 0 
S T A B L E  
S T A B L E  
� l N ! M U M  C L t A H A N C f  
1 "4 C H  N O �\.  D I M  
, 2 5 0 0 • 0 2  , 5 0 0 0 + 0 0  
, 2 2 0 4 • 0 2  , 4 1.1 0 7 + () 0  
. 1 8 5 9 • 0 ?  , 3 7 1 H O O  
. 1 4 3 9 • 0 2  . 2 8 7 8 + 0 0  
, 9 6 0 8 • 0 3  . 1 9 2 2 + 0 0  
, b b 2 b • 0 3 . 1 3 2 5 + 0 0  
T M R f S H O L D  F R E G ,  
C P I't  N O N • D I �-'' 
, 2 3 5 8 + 0 4  , 1 8 8 7+ 0 1  
. ? 3 2 41 + 0 '1  . 1 8 5 9 + 0 1  
. 2 2 6 9 + 0 4 , 1 8 1 5 + 0 1 
, 1 9 5 9 + 0 4  o 1 5 b 8 + 0 1  
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K X X  K X \'  i< Y X  ICY \'  D X X  O X Y  D Y X  
- . 1 3 4 0 5 + 0 0  - . 1 9 6 9 8 + 0 0  , 1 9 & 7 5 + 0 0  .. .  1 3 4 5 0 + 0 0  • , 1 0 4 3 5 + 0 0  . 1 2 7 9 5 • 0 3  - . 1 2 7 6 t · o :s 
• , 1 2 0 1 0 + 0 0  - . 2 1 3 2 8 + 0 0  , 2 0 8 1 9 + 0 0  • , 1 9 8 7 4 + 0 0  - . 9 7 4 4 6 • 0 1  - , 5 5 9 5 3 • 0 2  - . 4 7 b b 0 • 0 2  
'!' , \ 6 1 3 9 + 0 0  • , 2 1.1 8 3 0 + 0 0 , 2 9 & & 3 + 0 0  • , 3 2 8 4 1 + 0 0  .. , 1 0 7 9 8 + 0 0  , 5 & 8 73 • 0 2  , 5 5 5 8 3 • 0 2  
• 1 2 4 8 Q I) + O O  • , 2 S LI B + O O  , 4 5 1 7 & + 0 {1 • , b 7 7 1  b + O O  - . 1 1 7 4 5 + 0 0  . 2 4 9 1'11 • 0 1 , 2 5 1 1 1 - 0 1 
• , 4 6 2 3 4 + 0 0  - , n 3 9 2 + n o  . 1 0 0 2 9 + 0 1  • , 1 8 5 9 6 + 0 1  - . t b t b 2 + 0 0  , 8 8 3 9 4 • 0 1  . 8 b 3 4 1 • 0 1  
• , 7 5 2 � 2 + 0 0  . 1 9 2 2 0 • 0 1 , 2 1 0 2 9 + 0 1 - . 4 t b « 1 + 0 1  • . 1 15 8 5 8 + 0 0 , ? 1 7 9 3 + 0 0  , 2 1 4 5 0 + 0 0  
rn Y 
- . 1 0 1.1 3 5 + 0 0  
- . 1 2 7 6 2 + 0 0  
• , 1 8 9 3 8 + 0 0  
- .  2 7 9 b l +  0 0 
• o 5 b 1 b 8 + 0 0  
• , \ 1 3 4 2 + 0 1  
D J M  S P H J N G C O E F F I C l t N T S  ( L B S / P • )  D I M  D A M P I N G C O E � F I C I E N T S  ( L A S• S E C / l"i l  
K X X  K X Y  K Y X  K V\'  D X X  D X Y  D Y X  [) \'Y 
• , 2 l C '> 7 + 0 7  - , :5 o � u 1 + 0 7  , 3 0 9 0 6 + 0 7  - . 2 1 ! ? 8 + 0 7  - . 1 2 5 2 2 + 0 5  , 1 5 3 5 4 + 0 2  - . 1 5 3 ! 3 + 0 2  - . 1 ? 5 2 2 + 0 5  
- . 1 8 8 6 6 + 0 7  • , 3 3 5 0 1 + 0 7  . 3 2 7 0 3 + 0 7 - . 3 1 2 1 8 + 0 7  - . 1 1 6 9 3 + 0 5  • , 6 7 1 4 3 + 0 3  - , 5 7 1 9 1 + 0 3  - . 1 5 3 1 5 + 0 5  
- , ? 5 3 5 1 + 0 7 - , 3 9 (1 0 3 + 0 7  , 4 6 '5 Q ":i -t 0 7  • , 5 J S 8 7 + 0 7  - . 1 2 q 5 8 + 0 5  . 6 8 2 4 7 + 0 3  , 6 b t> 9 <a 0 3  - . 2 ;?7 2 5 + 0 5  
- . 3 9 1 0 6 + 0 7  - , 4 0 0 1 2 + 0 7  , 7 0 9 e � + O 'l • , Pl 6 3 7 + 0 R  - . 1'1 0 9 5 + 0 5  . 2 9 8 8 1 + 0 4  , 3 0 1 3 � + 0 4 •, :B 5 S 5 + 0 ":i  
- . 7 2 6 2 5 + 0 7 - . =� ., 1 1 4 + 0 7  , 1 5 7 5 4 + 0 P.  • o 2 Q 2 1 1 + 0 R  - . Pn 9 4 + 0 5  , 1 0 6 0 7 + 0 5  , 1 0 3 6 1 + 0 5 - . 6 7 4 0 1 + 0 5 
• , 1 1 8 2 7 + v 8  . :� 0 1 9 0 + 0 6  , B 0 3 3 + C P  - .  6 5 1.1 (; 9 + (1 8  - . 1 9 0 2 9 + 0 5  . 2 6 1 5 2 + 0 5  , � 5 7 1J O t 05 - . 1 3 b 1 0 + 0 6  
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extent .  The dimensional values  are for the f()llowing operating 
conditions :  
Bearing Diameter,  D = .S inches 
Bearing Length , L = .S inches 
Pad Angle ,  Or = llOo 
Machined Clearance ,  C = 0 . 005 inches 
Journal Speed. N = 5000 rpm 
Lubricant Viscosity, p.. = 2 . . 5 X 10-fj lb-see/in2 
Tilting Pad Bearing 
The tilting-pad hearing is the most whirl fi-ee bearing, and 
is  the reason they are so extensively used.  Perflmnanec i s  not 
as clearance sensitive as in most h earings . As a rule of thumb 
the machined radial clearance should he . . 002 t imes the radius .  
The pivot clearance C' should equal half the value of C so that 
C' /C = 0 . 5 .  The tilting-pad b earing does not p rovide as much 
fllm damping as other types ,  and they arc generally more ex­
pensive to manufacture.  For high-speed applications ,  where 
pad v ibrations arc high, a common problem .is fretting corro­
s ion of the pivots .  
Tablf:s lO and 11 arc dimensional pcrf()rmancc parameters 
for tilting pad bearings f(Jr the operating conditions given on 
Tablt· 2 .  The preload ratio C'/C = O . .S. Tahlc lO is f<Jr a LID 
ratio of . .  S and Table J I is f(Jr a L/D ratio of 1 .  
Externally Pressurized or Hyhrid Bearings 
Because of external pressure , these hearings gennally 
have h igh load capacity and st iffness .  The external How through 
the clearanec region has a cooling effect, and clearances and 
Table 1 0  
1 >1 E  f H A 'U< L f f'. J ": S 1 1 T U H  � f S EP. f.:' C l-1  L A B O f H T i ! h' l f S  
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. o o o o o o  
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, -4 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 (1  
, S 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 0  
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tolerances are generally mon.• liberal than hydrodynamic hear­
ings .  A primary disadvantage i s  the necessity of an external 
source of pressure supply . 
They are applied when there is insufllcient hydrodynamic 
generating speed, or where very high load capacity and st iff. 
ness arc required.  They are sometimes applied to prevent 
whirl , but as discussed previously , rotational speed can offset 
recess  pressures and thus introduce cross-coupling and pro­
mote whirl .  
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52 PROCEEDINGS OF THE SIXTH TURBOMACHINERY SYMPOSIUM 
APP E N D IX A - M ETHOD OF REDUCING 
TILTI NG-PAD STIFFN E S S  AND DAMPING 
MATRICE S  
The equations of motion accounting for all degrees  of 
freedom are : 
• pitch of i - th pad 
Ip t;i = K00 li i + D8 8  6 i + K8x X +  
D8x X + K8 y Y + D0y Y (A- I ) 
• shaft translation 
M X =  Kxx X +  Dxx X + Kxy Y + Dxy Y + 
no. pads . 
1; (Kx6 8 + Dx6 8 ) (A-2) i= l 
M Y = Kyx X + Dyx X + Kyy Y + Dyy Y + 
no
.
'/ads 
(KycS 8 + DyeS 6 ) J= l 
(A-3)  
Shaft orbi t  motion components a re  described in terms of 
equivalent coefficients as :  
M X = Kxx X + Dxx X + Kxy Y + Dxy Y 
M Y = Kyx X + Dyx X + Kyy Y + Dyy Y 
(A-4) 
(A-5 ) 
where the primed coefficients are the equivalent coefficients .  
A s  a consequence of assuming that pad and shaft v ibrate at 
the same frequency,  v rad/sec,  periodic motions can be de­
scribed by:  
(A-6) 
Subst itution of E quation (3-6) into E quations (3- 1 to 3-5) yields :  
(KcSx + ivDcSx )Xo + (K0y + ivD0y )Y0 
8 0 = (A-7) 
-(v2 Ip + ivDM + KM) 
-v2 M X0 = (Kxx + ivDxx )Xo + (Kxy + ivDxy)Yo + 
1; (Kxli + ivDxcS )li 0 (A-8) 
-v2 M y0 = (Kyx + ivDyx )X0 + (Kyy + ivDyy)Y0 + 
1; (KycS + ivDy0 )6 0 (A-9) 
-v2 M X0 = (Kxx + i vDxx)Xo + (Kxy + ivDxy)Yo 
(A- 1 0) 
-v2 M Y0 = (Kyx + ivDyx )X0 + (Kyy + ivDyy)Yo 
(A- l l )  
After substituting E quation (A-7) into Equations (A-8) and (A-9) 
and equating E quation (A-8) to E quation (A- 10) and E quation 
(A-9) to E quation (A- l l) ,  expressions for inertia dependent 
equivalent coefficients can be  extracted .  S tiffness values are 
obtained by collecting like real terms ; damping results from 
collecting l ike imaginary terms . Then ,  
Kjj = Kij - 1; { [�8 Klij Kli o  + (Kill Klij ­
Dill D8j v2 ) lpv2 + (DM Dio Klij + 
D50 Dlij Kio - Dill Dlij KcScS )] I [(Ipv2 + KM)2 + 
D�li v2 ] } 
Djj = Kij - 1; { [-Kill Klij D6 8  + (Dill Koj + 
Kill D8j )lpv2 + (D6 8  Dill Doj v2 + 
(A -12) 
KM Doj Kill + Dj li Koj KM)] / [(Ip v2 + KM)2 + 
D�0 v2 l } (A- 1 3) 
The subscripts i and j assume the n ecessary X and Y values to 
yield express ions for the 8 dynamic coefficients .  
N O M E NCLATURE 
ANG-ECC = Angle from X ax is  to l ine of centers 
ANG -RXN = Angle from X axis to load reaction 
C = M achined bearing clearance,  in . 
C' = P i v o t  fi l m  t h i c k n e s s  w i t h  j ou rna l  i n  c o n c e n t r i c  
posit ion , i n .  
D = Journal diameter,  i n .  
D;i = Damping coefficient in i direction due  to a j di splace-
ment ,  lbs-sec/in 
e = Journal displacement along l ine of centers , in . 
F; = Force on shaft in  i direction , lbs 
aF;  = Fluid-fi lm force differential in i direction , lbs 
h = Film thickness ,  in .  
h M  = Minimum film thickness ,  i n .  
H M  = Dimens ionless min imum fil m  thickness = h M/C 
lp = Pitch inert ia of pad, lb-sec-in 
K;i = Stiffness in i direction due to a j displacement 
L = Bearing length , i n .  
M = Journal mass ,  lb-sec2/in 
Me = Crit ical mass, lb-sec2/in 
Me = Dimensionless mass parameter = M0wRC3/24�LL' 
M; = M oment on i-th pad , in -lbs 
N = Journal speed, rpm 
p = Fi lm pressure,  ps i  
P = Viscous power loss ,  HP 
P = Dimens ionless  power parameter = 6600CP/6�L(wRL)2 
(JP = Pad angle ,  degrees 
Q = Bearing side leakage , gpm 
Q = Dimensionless bearing side leakage = 7 . 69Q/RLC 
R = Journal radius ,  in .  
= Time,  sec  
Threshold Freq (Non-Dim) = Orbi t ing frequency/rotational 
speed 
U = Journal surface veloc i ty ,  in/sec 
W = Applied load , lbs . 
\V = Dimens ionles s  load parameter = WC•f6�LwRU 
We = Orbital frequency of critical mass ,  rad/sec 
ax = D isplacement in  X direction ,  i n .  
a Y = Displacement in  Y direction ,  i n .  
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Z Distance in axial direction,  in . 
a = Growth factor, l/sec 
f3 = Complex exponent = a + iw 
y = Attitude angle (angle between load direction and l ine 
of centers) , degrees 
o = Pad pitch angle ,  rad 
E = Eccentricity ratio = e/c 
(J = Arc length ,  rad 
f.L = Absolute viscosity, lb-sec/in2 
v = Complex exponent for computing reduced m atrices for 
tilting-pad bearings 
T = Period of vibration , sec 
w = Orbital frequency , rad/sec 

